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Text

ātmetyapi prajñapitamanātmetyapi deśitam|

buddhairnātmā na cānātmā kaścidityapi deśitam||6
Translation

Although a “self” has been disclosed, although “not self” has been taught,

No self or nonself whatsoever has been taught by the Buddhas.
Commentary

Remember verses two and three?

In the absence of the self, how will there be something related to the self?

Because of the pacification of the self and what relates to it, (one) is devoid of egotism, devoid of posessiveness.

“He who is devoid of egotism, devoid of posessiveness is not found.

Who sees one devoid of egotism, devoid of posessiveness does not see.”

The interesting thing there, you may recall, was that Nāgārjuna was dealing with the fact that while Buddhist doctrine describes the process of liberation, it cannot logically tolerate an agent who is achieving liberation or a person who has been liberated.

Today’s verse continues that process, and deals with a quirk of Buddhist scripture which I mentioned earlier: The Buddha, and pretty much everybody after him, talks about the self and things related to it.

In this verse, Nāgārjuna specifically acknowledges this, saying that the Buddha taught “anAtman” and discusses “ātman”. But he sets these terms off with quotations (wouldn’t the postmodernists love that), to emphasize the utterance or the word, rather than the concept.

He continues with the second line of the verse,

    No self or nonself whatsoever has been taught by the Buddha.

which makes clear while the Buddha used these terms, these utterances, in the course of his teaching, he did not assert the existence of the underlying concepts.

In essence, the Buddha used these words, but his followers should not think just because of this that he meant they referred to anything.

It’s important to understand that the Buddhist tradition has long—has maybe always—recognized the validity of saying things that are not, at the highest level or in the highest sense, true, if by saying them one is able to move people closer to liberation. It may be true that I do not possess a metaphysical ego, but if an instructor tries to talk to me about things like my daily meditation pracice (for the record, I do not, at the moment, have such a practice), he or she may have some trouble trying to address me without referring to me, or to talk about the operations of my ego without at least provisionally assuming that I have one.

The closest I’ve seen to a Buddhist discourse that refuses to make these compromises is Soto zen. However, if you’ve ever read Dogen, you know that he’s one of the great bullshit artists of religious philosophy. Not to say that he’s not brilliant and right-on, but he definitely has an easy-going relationship with factual truth.

The use of language which is effacacious but not strictly true comes under a variety of headings in Buddhism. In many contexts, it’s referred to with the term “upāya.”

“Upāya” is normally translated as “means” or “skillful means” or “expedient.” Of these, the last is probably the most accurate. The word comes from “upa-i”, “upa” being a preverb meaning something like “near” or “towards”, and “i” being one of the basic Sanskrit verbs of going. An upāya is something that approaches the goal or brings one to the goal, contrasted with āpāya, which is an inexpedient—that which goes away from the goal. An up˜ya is a strategy, technique, plan, tactic, etc. that is designed to fulfill some particular aim, to go up to the target of action.

I think, though I’m not 100% on this, that Nāgārjuna, was a bit earlier than the popular use of this terminology, and if I recall correctly, he used what I think is an older distinction between paramarthasatya and samvrtisayta, that is between an ultimate truth a conventional truth. However, I have don’t have any historical linguistics knowledge about these terms; my ipmression regarding their relative ages is based on the texts where I’ve encountered them.

There are also some related conceptual maneuvers in Taoism; Chuang-tzu in particular compares the relationship between the word and the reality to the relationship between a net and a fish or that between an arrow and a bird. One can even look farther afield to western philosophy, for example WVO Quine’s Word and Objet or even the Kantian distinction between noumena and phenomena.

Anyway, all of this is to say that there is not necessarily a contradiction inherent in the statement that the Buddha’s discourse contains references to the self but does not affirm the existence of the self.

Now, there’s a slghtly larger question about the statement that no “anātman” whatsoever was taught by the Buddha, since anātman is, indeed, one of the key teachings of the Buddha. There are two things to keep in mind here: first, that Nāgārjuna’s Madhyamaka commitments entail a lack of investment in any specifiable dogmatic view—something which we can return to somwhat in verse 7, among other places, but which basically entails realizing that what can be expressed in words or composed in thoughts cannot possibly get at the whole problem or the whole solution. The second is that Nāgārjuna may have also intended us to understand his “na cānātmā kaścid,” no “anātman” whatsoever, to mean that teaching the doctrine of anātman does not entail teaching that there is some thing which is identifiable as the absence of self.
Textual notes

ātman(m1s) iti(ind) api(ind) prajñapita(m2s) anātman(m1s) iti(ind) api(ind) deśita(m2s)

buddha(m3p) na(ind) ātman(m1s) na(ind) ca(ind) anātman(m1s) kim(m1s) cid(ind) iti(ind) api(ind) deśita(m2s)

Most of this is actually relatively straightforward. I discussed the role of the quotations above.

The only thing that gave me pause, textuall speaking, was how to relate “prajñapita” to “deśita.” The latter definitely means simply “to teach,” but the former is a little weird. “praj~napitam” means “caused to be known,” or possibly “caused to be thought,” and means more or less “taught,” but it has less intensity than “deShitam”, and in particular, I think, implies less commitment on the part of the one instructing. My note here says “cf. other parts of the MMK,” but, unfortunately, it appears I didn’t bother to indicate which particular parts. I’m inclined to think that what Nāgārjuna meant was “discussed,” or “mentioned” or even “lectured on,” but not taught in the sense of professed or espoused. However, that’s not something contained in the word itself, so far as I could find; nonetheless, I think it’s a fair interpretation to be made in the context.
